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SOUTH KOREAN AMBASSADOR
VISITS FIRST MOTORS SHOWROOM
Within the framework of cooperation between
First Motors in the Kingdom of Bahrain and the
State of South Korea, The management of First
Motors, the exclusive distributor for Hyundai and Genesis vehicles in Bahrain, welcomed
His Excellency Ambassador Hae Kwon Chung,
the Ambassador of South Korea in Bahrain, on
Tuesday, 10th November 2020 at First Motors
Showroom in Ma’ameer.
The Ambassador was welcomed by Mr. Khaled
Rashid Al Zayani, Member of the Board of Directors of Al Zayani Investments, Mr. Nawaf Al
Zayani, Managing Director of First Motors, and
Mr. Ahsan Chishty – The General Manager of the
Company, and they expressed their gratitude for
the visit of His Excellency.
During the visit, Mr. Nawaf Al-Zayani took
the Ambassador on a tour inside the company
and went around the different departments. He
showed him as well the new Hyundai showroom
and the showroom dedicated to Genesis (under
construction), which is the first Genesis showroom in Middle East.
The Ambassador expressed his happiness for
what he saw in the showroom and the distinguished level comparable to what he saw in
South Korea.
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Once again, It is my pleasure to welcome you to a new edition of our
quarterly publication “Al Intilaqa”, and
extend our sincere appreciation to all
of you for following the latest news,
activities and updates of Al Zayani Investments Group.
The last month of the year brings with
it the celebrations of the accession of
His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa Al
Khalifa and the momentous event of
the Kingdom’s National Day.
On this occasion and on behalf of the
Board of Directors and employees of
our Group, I take this opportunity to
express our sincere congratulations to
HM the King and HRH Prince Salman
bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the Crown Prince
and Prime Minister, as well as loyal
people of the Kingdom of Bahrain, with
our best wishes for the continuation of
safety, progress and prosperity to our
beloved Kingdom.
I am pleased to express our sincere
congratulations to HRH the Crown
Prince on receiving the Royal confidence in being appointed as Prime
Minister. We ask God Almighty to
guide HRH in benefiting the Kingdom
and its honorable people with continued development, welfare, and prosperity under the wise leadership of His
Majesty the King.
On this important occasion, we also
remember the virtues and good deeds
of HRH Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al
Khalifa - may God have mercy upon his
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soul - who left a us a resilient of legacy,
prosperity and development for Bahrain
during the long decades of the Kingdom’s history that is rich with achievements in various fields and sectors.
As part of the framework of the activities
and events of the group’s companies,
Euro Motors, has unveiled the latest
addition to its world’s most luxurious
car collection, which is the new Ghost
model from Rolls Royce, and it is the
most technologically advanced model to date.
As we close the year, First Motors announced the arrival and the sales of the
All-New Genesis G80 executive saloon
and Genesis GV80, its first luxury SUV.
Additionally, Zayani Motors, which is
the exclusive distributor of Mitsubishi vehicles in the Kingdom, has announced the latest clearance offers on
all Mitsubishi cars for the year 2020 with
huge discounts on all models.
As in previous editions, we highlight and
share the activities and developments
of our business group that demonstrate
our commitment to delivering the best
products and services to our valuable
customers and our initiatives with our
team members who are the corner
stone of our success and drive for excellence.
With the arrival of the new year, I would
like to take the opportunity to congratulate all of our valued readers and wish
them a healthy, happy and prosperous
year ahead.

HYUNDAI DONATES 36,000 FACE MASKS TO BAHRAIN TO HELP FIGHT COVID-19

Hyundai Motor Company is to
donate medical equipment and
personal protection items worth
USD $2.4 million to countries
across the Middle East and Africa to help tackle the COVID-19
pandemic.
Bahrain is one of the 37 countries that will benefit with Hyundai contributing 36,000 face
masks that will assist the frontline medical workers and the
public during these unprecedented times. The contribution,
worth USD $98,000 that Bahrain
received to help the country
combat the COVID-19.
The contribution is part of Hyundai’s commitment to support
those in need in the region. All
the equipment will be distributed by the respective government and non-government organizations.
In recent weeks, Hyundai has
helped those in need around the
world through donations and
contributing medical equipment
and personal protection items.
Bang Sun Jeong, Vice President, Head of Hyundai Motor
Company Middle East & Africa
HQs, said: “Caring for humanity has always been at the heart
of Hyundai’s vision and having
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assisted those in need in countries around the world, we are
proud to expand our support
to countries across the Middle
East and Africa region that have
been hardest hit by the pandemic.
“The contributions of personal
protection items are another
step toward of making a positive difference and we believe if
we work together, we can overcome anything.”
“We hope this pandemic can
soon come to an end and we
can help people get back to
their daily lives.”

Nawaf Al Zayani, Managing Director of First Motors, said: “Culture of Volunteerism is based
on the application of a set of
responsibilities carried out by us
without having any assignment
or order to implement them, I
seek and encourage everyone
to do a bunch of actions towards
the community especially in this
tough time that we are facing.”
While His Excellency Ambassador Hae Kwan Chung, Ambassador of South Korea in Bahrain
said: “Hyundai is one of the largest Korean manufacturers not
only in Korea, but all over the

world that is always looking to
donate and help people in different countries as we believe
that it’s a part of our commitment
and responsibility towards them.
From this platform, I encourage
companies to work their way,
and I am proud of the continuous
cooperation between South Korea and Bahrain.”
Also Ahsan Chishty – First Motors General Manager added
“At First Motors, and being a
part of Hyundai bigger family,
we recognize that our mission
to save and improve lives in our
hearts, and to work diligently to
take precautionary measurements and actions to limit the
spread of COVID-19”
“We are proud of our employees
who are focused on providing
the best services while taking
customer comfort and safety as
our first priority.”
Among Hyundai’s initiatives to
tackle COVID-19 globally include delivering emergency
supplies to medical facilities in
China, offering free transportation for the elderly and healthcare professionals in Brazil and
providing a fleet of its vehicles
to volunteers and self-isolating
customers in the UK.

GET YOUR DREAM LUXURY CAR ON IMPRESSIVE DISCOUNTS AT EURO MOTORS CARNIVAL

Euro Motors, the importer and distributor
of premium automotive brands in Bahrain, brings back its hugely successful
and annual Euro Motors CARnival with
an exceptional vehicle shopping experience. Euro Motors will showcase an
impressive line-up of luxury car models
featuring BMW, MINI, Jaguar, Land Rover, and Maserati under one roof. Enthusiasts will experience the latest models,
service packages, and a chance to upgrade their existing vehicles to the current models.
This is the second year hosting the successful carnival which was a huge success last with customers anticipating
the event and i’s wide selection of luxury choices. Customers were pleased
to receive advice from highly qualified
technicians to help choose their dream
vehicle. The event took place in December 12th - 13th from 8 am to 7 pm at the
Euro Motors showroom, featuring over
100 cars, including new and APPROVED
pre-owned vehicles. Euro Motors offered
excellent discounts and benefits on all

the displayed cars, with an opportunity for buyers to register themselves for
a test drive experience during the sales
festival.
Speaking on the event, the Group General Manager of Euro Motors, David
McGoldrick, said: “The most anticipated event of the year is our annual Euro
Motors CARnival sales event, offering
luxury vehicles at affordable prices.
This initiative will showcase our multiple
brands and a massive range of models
for customers, enabling them to select
their upscale car based on quality, technology, performance, interior, and more,
in line with their requirements. Most importantly, the event will help buyers experience the luxurious vehicles up-close
and make an informed decision with the
help of our highly-skilled team.”
Euro Motors set out to position itself as
the leader in the automotive industry in
the Kingdom of Bahrain as they are the
only multi-brand dealership that is taking
the initiative of showcasing all its brands
and models together for customers. Fur-

thermore, the event offered the best of
technology innovation, performance and
quality while preserving each brand and
model identity with the utmost integrity
and dedication.
The dealership promises the top presentation, excellence, technical service and customer care for all our clients which not only meet but exceed
their expectations and are unequalled
in the Kingdom. By visiting the showroom and after sales centre located in
Sitra customers will get to experience
the architectural success of Euro Motors befitting several premium brands
and most importantly the cultural image
of Bahrain, using state-of-art technology for both servicing and bodywork
repairs. On top of that body shop also
contains the water borne paint technology system, which is the first of its kind
to be used by BMW and Land Rover in
the entire Middle East region. The paint
is environmentally friendly and is in fact
the same technology used in the factories of the principals.

‘ZAYANI MOTORS’ LAUNCHES NEW CONVENIENT ‘WHATSAPP’ SERVICE TO BOOK APPOINTMENTS
As part of its constant endeavours to
solidify its position as one of the
leading automobile dealerships
on the island, Zayani Motors,
the exclusive distributor of
Mitsubishi, MG and Mitsubishi
Fuso in the Kingdom of Bahrain, recently launched a new
electronic service for its clients,

enabling them to book service appointments for their vehicles with simple
clicks on their smart devices.
This comes as Zayani Motors
continues to utilise the latest
means of technology to meet its
clients’ aspirations and ensure
their convenience, with the company recently unveiling its innovative

WhatsApp booking service, allowing clients to seamlessly book their next service
appointment by sending a message to
17703703.
The new service is introduced within Zayani
Motors’ solid customer-centric strategies,
which include periodically launching offers
and services that guarantee a unique and
satisfactory experience for its clients.
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THE ALL-NEW BMW 4 SERIES COUPÉ
The new BMW 4 Series Coupé is ready for
launch. The latest generation of the sporty
two-seater for the premium midsize segment underscores its distinctive character
profile with both a vehicle concept focused
squarely on delivering dynamic driving
pleasure and the clear differentiation of
the coupé from the new BMW 3 Series.
This is the next chapter in a coupé tradition shaped by numerous legendary BMW
models. Market launch from October 2020.
Sales begin with five model variants; the
BMW M440i xDrive Coupé (fuel consumption combined 7.1 – 6.8 l/100 km [39.8 –
41.5 mpg imp]; CO2 emissions combined:
163 – 155 g/km) makes its debut at the
top of the range. The sporting flagship is
powered by a 275 kW/374 hp six-cylinder
in-line petrol engine. Range also includes
two four-cylinder petrol engines and a
four-cylinder diesel unit. Two six-cylinder
in-line diesel engines will join the line-up
in March 2021.
Mild hybrid technology for the six-cylinder
in-line-petrol engine and all diesel engines
sharpens their responses and optimises
efficiency. 48V starter-generator boosts
the combustion engine with an extra 8
kW/11 hp. All diesel engines now have twostage turbocharging.
All model variants now with standard eightspeed Steptronic transmission. Optional
eight-speed Steptronic Sport transmission
with new Sprint function for instantaneous
and dynamic acceleration manoeuvres.
BMW xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive
available for two model variants from
launch and four variants from March 2021.
New BMW 4 Series Coupé has a sharper
character than its predecessor. Precisely optimised body structure and chassis
technology ensure characteristic performance attributes. Bespoke package of
bracing elements increases body rigidity. Centre of gravity 21 millimetres lower,
rear-axle track 23 millimetres wider than on
the latest BMW 3 Series Sedan. Weight-minimised body and chassis construction.
Finely balanced 50 : 50 weight distribution.
Targeted optimisation of aerodynamics
and reduction in lift at the rear axle.
Lift-related dampers with bespoke tuning fitted as standard. Optional M Sport
suspension with even firmer set-up for
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dampers, mounts and anti-roll bars, plus
additional body struts and variable sport
steering. Also available as options: Adaptive M suspension with electronically
controlled dampers, M Sport brakes with
a choice of blue or red brake callipers, M
Sport differential with fully variable locking
function in the rear differential.
Design and equipment lines with clear focus on driving dynamics. M Sport model
available as alternative to standard specification. Also available: M Sport package
Pro including eight-speed Steptronic Sport
transmission, 19-inch M light-alloy wheels

and sporty soundtrack for the interior. Extensive selection of M Performance Parts
available from the launch of the new BMW
4 Series Coupé.
New interior design centred on sporty
driving experience. Driver-focused cockpit design, new display grouping with up
to 10.25-inch Control Display and optional,
fully digital 12.3-inch instrument cluster.
Control panel with high-quality design
on the centre console, new sports leather steering wheel and newly developed
sports seats as standard, knee pads on the
centre console optional.

Model variants:
BMW 420i Coupé:
Four-cylinder in-line petrol engine, eight-speed Steptronic transmission.
Capacity: 1,998 cc, output: 135 kW/184 hp at 5,000 – 6,500 rpm,
max. torque: 300 Nm (221 lb-ft) at 1,350 – 4,000 rpm.
Acceleration [0 – 100 km/h (62 mph)]: 7.5 seconds,
top speed: 240 km/h (149 mph).
Fuel consumption, combined: 5.8 – 5.3 l/100 km (48.7 – 53.3 mpg imp),
CO2 emissions, combined: 132 – 122 g/km, exhaust standard: Euro 6d.
BMW M440i xDrive Coupé:
Six-cylinder in-line petrol engine, 48V mild hybrid technology (8 kW/11 hp), eightspeed Steptronic transmission, BMW xDrive.
Capacity: 2,998 cc, output: 275 kW/374 hp at 5,500 – 6,500 rpm,
max. torque: 500 Nm (369 lb-ft) at 1,900 – 5,000 rpm.
Acceleration [0 – 100 km/h (62 mph)]: 4.5 seconds,
top speed: 250 km/h (155 mph).
Fuel consumption, combined: 7.1 – 6.8 l/100 km (39.8 – 41.5 mpg imp),
CO2 emissions, combined: 163 – 155 g/km, exhaust standard: Euro 6d.

FIRST MOTORS LAUNCHED GENESIS GV80
AND THE ALL-NEW G80

First Motors announced the arrival of the All-New Genesis G80 and Genesis GV80, its first luxury SUV. Where
sporty elegance reaches a new level with design identity
features common to the range of Genesis vehicles. First
Motors also offers its valued customers an outstanding
driving experience that is characterized by comfort and
pleasure through high-tech comfort features such as the
ideal environment for entertainment and information that
is provided by relying on the latest artificial intelligence
technologies, connected vehicle technologies and an innovative air conditioning system.
First Motors is planning to launch its new Genesis showroom in the February 2021 as the first showroom dedicated for Genesis brand in the Middle East and one of
the fewest in the whole world.

EURO MOTORS LEADS THE WAY FOR GENDER DIVERSITY BY INSPIRING WOMEN TO BE PART
OF THE AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR
Euro Motors, the importer and distributor
of premium automotive brands in Bahrain,
takes this opportunity to wish success to all
women in honour of Bahraini Women’s Day.
A keen advocate of promoting gender diversity, Euro Motors celebrates all its employees equally and has a strong commitment to inspire women to pursue careers
in the automotive industry. Euro Motors is
the only dealership in Bahrain to have made
a conscious decision to include women in
every department, including marketing, service, sales, CRM, warranty, administration,
accounts and HR.
Group General Manager of Euro Motors,
David McGoldrick, said: “Euro Motors is
passionate about its people and encourages equality with several initiatives and employee-led programmes, providing equal
opportunities for all.”
“Women are effecting change in various industries and their growing role can be seen
across all sectors. We, at Euro Motors, are
committed to empowering women to consider a career in this dynamic industry by
providing access to the same jobs, trainings and advantages.”
To honour women’s achievements towards the development and progress of
the Kingdom, Euro Motors has taken various initiatives this year to celebrate their
contributions, one of which was handing

out special care hampers to its 24 female
employees. The other included a collaboration with renowned executive and life
coach, author and HR Consultant, Abeer
Al Matooq, to share an inspirational video message for its female employees and
customers. The video is a tribute to all
Bahraini women, who strive to achieve
their vision every day, with focus, determination and passion.
Explaining the message behind the video, Ms. Abeer Al Matooq said: “Women
have always been instrumental in making
things happen in any place and time, and
during this pandemic our role as women
have been key. As the rules of the game
changed, it required a great deal of agility,
perseverance and commitment. I believe
that our women have done all that with
grace.”
“As the ups and downs are the norm during
these unprecedented times, women have

shown exceptional level of strength to
keep things contained, gathered and collected. The key message is without women nothing is complete.”
The video was launched to commemorate Bahraini Women’s Day and profiled
on Euro Motors social media channels.
The message resonated so well with the
local community that the video went viral
across all platforms.
One of Euro Motors own heroes is Fatima
Reda Taleb, who has been a Service Advisor with Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover
for more than five years and recognised
four times for her role this year. Elaborating on her achievements, she said: “I
learned a lot about cars in these five years
– Euro Motors has always motivated me
by sending me to courses and training.
They try to develop the skill that is hidden
inside of you and all the departments are
very supportive.”
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NEW ROLLS-ROYCE GHOST REVEALED IN BAHRAIN
The New Rolls-Royce Ghost,
the latest addition to the
marque’s collection of the
most refined vehicles in the
world, was officially revealed
in Bahrain by EuroMotors.
As a select number of the
city’s motoring cognoscenti,
VIP figures and brand enthusiasts were exclusively welcomed at the Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars Bahrain Showroom from 1st to 5th November
2020, all within the parameters of the social distancing
rules and regulations. The
new Ghost took centre stage
and captured both the attention and imagination of all
in attendance. Welcoming
guests was none other than
David McGoldrick, General Manager for Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars at EuroMotors
Bahrain, who commented:
“The New Ghost is a masterpiece of craftsmanship;
it whispers its qualities; it
doesn’t shout. Our founding father’s insightful saying
‘Small things make perfection, but perfection is no small
thing’ stands true 116-years
later and is embodied in the
creation of our New Ghost.”
Taking all in attendance on a
product walk around, guests
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were able to fully immerse
themselves in the identity of
New Ghost as David McGoldrick continued:
“Succeeding the most successful product in the
marque’s history, the New
Ghost is the most technologically advanced Rolls-Royce
yet, reflecting ‘Post Opulent’
design philosophy, and rejecting superficial expressions of wealth. It is a beautiful, minimalist and highly
complex product; the very
essence of Rolls-Royce. We
are delighted to reveal new
Ghost here in Bahrain to our
media friends and clients.”
The most technologically
advanced Rolls-Royce yet,

the New Ghost succeeds the
most successful product in
the marque’s 116-year history. Reflecting ‘Post Opulent’
design philosophy and rejecting superficial expressions
of wealth, this beautiful minimalist and highly complex
monolithic sculpture is in
perfect harmony with Ghost
clients’ needs and perfectly
in tune with the times.
Built on rigid aluminium
Rolls-Royce
spaceframe
architecture, allowing designers and engineers to incorporate more technology
such as all-wheel drive and
all-wheel steering for unprecedented poise and surefootedness.

The New Ghost incorporates
a world first Planar suspension system significantly
increasing agility and effortlessness and is equipped with
hallmark 6.75-litre twin-turbo
V12 engine, delivering 571PS
and 850nm.
For effortless egress, doors
now electrically open as well
as close and the interior components are tuned to specific
resonant frequency to create
a sense of serenity. The down
lit Pantheon grille discreetly
illuminates the Rolls-Royce
iconography and the illuminated Fascia debuts featuring Ghost nameplate surrounded by more than 850
stars.

EURO MOTORS JAGUAR LAND ROVER EXCLUSIVE FINANCIAL LEASING ON THE NEW DEFENDER

Euro Motors, the exclusive importer and
distributor for the luxury automotive
manufacturer Jaguar Land Rover in the
Kingdom of Bahrain, makes purchasing
the new Land Rover Defender as easy as
possible by providing a financial leasing
program so that you can enjoy the thrill of
driving the iconic Land Rover Defender.
Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover is partnering with Zayani Leasing aiming to
provide customers with the upmost confidence in the financial leasing plan for
the iconic New Defender. Customers can

now purchase the fully maintained and
serviced New Defender with a monthly
payment of BD 599 for over 36 months.
Built traditionally and available in the
four Accessory Packs, Explorer, Adventure, Country and Urban, each with a distinctive character to suit the customer’s
lifestyle.
Elaborating on the financial leasing program, the General Manager of Euro Motors David McGoldrick, said: “As part of
our constant efforts to provide unrivalled
customer satisfaction, we are delighted

to offer our loyal and prospective clients
with a financial payments plan to allow
them to purchase the iconic New Land
Rover Defender. Customers can also
book a drive test of the New Defender by
contacting our showroom. We invite all
to visit our facility in Sitra to learn more
on the various financial service options
available.”
To know more, customers can call the
Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover showroom on 17460460 or visiting their facility
in Sitra.

‘ZAYANI MOTORS’ LAUNCH FINAL CLEARANCE SALES 2020 ON ‘MITSUBISHI’ MODELS
Zayani Motors, the exclusive distributor of Mitsubishi in the Kingdom of Bahrain, ended the year
with a big bang, announcing clearance sales on all of its fleet of Mitsubishi vehicles.
Continuing until December 31,
2020, the offer was the last chance
to save thousands of Dinars and
avail big discounts on brand new
Mitsubishi models for the year, including sedans, SUVs and pickup trucks.
The sales included the unique city car;
Space Star, which was sold at BD3,399
only, and the stylish economic sedan Attrage, were sold was BD3,499 only.
Additionally, Mitsubishi’s leading fleet
of SUVs is sold for reduced prices until the end of the year, starting with the
high-performing compact SUV; ASX,
which was sold for BD7,349 only and
BD7,699 only for the exclusive Black
Sam edition.

The irresistible offer also included Mitsubishi’s signature robust SUV, the Outlander, which is one of the top models in
its class, and was sold at BD7,999 only,
while the youthful and sporty Eclipse
Cross was available at a stunning price
of BD8,399 only, being a perfect catch
for those who have a love for acceleration and economic fuel consumption.
For drivers who are fond of power and
road domination, Zayani Motors included the Mitsubishi Pajero in the sales,
offering the Pajero 3.5L SM for BD9.999

only and the Pajero 3.8L Full for
BD13,499 only.
The discounted prices also included the state-of-the-art SUV Montero Sport, offering it for BD12,499
only, and the rock-solid Mitsubishi L200 one-tonne pickup, which
was sold at BD7,449 only.
Zayani Motors’ customers did not
only avail from the amazing discounts in this offer, but they were
also exclusively granted an unparalleled
warranty of 10 years or one million kms,
whichever comes first, and 10 years 24/7
roadside assistance.
Visit or call Zayani Motors showroom in
Ma’ameer (17 703703) for more information, or visit (www.mitsubishi-motors.
com.bh). Be closer to Zayani Motors and
follow its pages on social media on ZMotorsbh on Facebook and zayanimotors
on Instagram for the latest news and
updates.
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NEW MG ZST AT HEART OF ENHANCED CROSSOVER LINE-UP FROM BRITISH-BORN CAR BRAND

The introduction of a punchy new Turbo
model is at the heart of the Middle East
launch of the latest generation of MG
Motor’s popular ZS crossover. The new
MG ZST model will be joined by a 1.5L
version as the British-born manufacturer significantly upgrades the line-up to
offer a fresh new look and even higher
levels of equipment and value for money. Prices for the new MG ZS 1.5L are
expected to start from USD 12,625 (excl.
VAT) *.
Offering premium style without the premium price tag, the first-generation MG
ZS has played a major role in the company’s success across the region. With
some 5,000 units sold, the original ZS
has helped lay the foundations for MG to
expand its original line-up so that it now
offers some of the most stylish, reliable,
and best-equipped models in the market.
The new ZS range, and in particular the
ZST, take this offering to a new high.
The new MG ZST is equipped with a
160 hp, 1.3L Turbo engine, delivering
maximum torque of 230 Nm, and mated to a six-speed automatic gearbox
for smoother acceleration. The new unit
greatly improves the performance of the
upgraded MG ZS. The acceleration of the
1.3Turbo is 9.8seconds from 0 to 100
kmph and has a top speed of 185 km/h**.
It compliments the fuel efficient 1.5L
powerplant that delivers 6.2L/100km**.
The new models benefit from major
style enhancements on both outside
and inside, in keeping with MG’s contemporary design language. All ZS
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models feature a new hexagonal grille
redesigned LED headlight and rear LED
light clusters, while a sportier look is
conveyed by the black finish applied
to the grille, headlight and fog lamp
trim, rear-view mirrors, side skirts and
wheels.
A key MG selling point is the availability of features that are more normally
found in premium cars, yet at no extra
cost. The new MG ZS is no different and
all trims come equipped as standard
with a rear parking sensor and camera, 17” alloy wheels, a 10.1” HD touch
screen with CarPlay and Android Auto,
cruise control, rear air conditioning
vents, keyless
entry, an electric parking brake and
push button start.
The MG ZST takes this value for money
package on to another level, adding a
state-of-the-art virtual instrument panel

for the driver, a 360o surround parking
camera that eliminates all blind spots,
curtain airbags for extra safety and a
Trophy Sports Kit that emphasizes the
new model’s sporty credentials. Alongside the MG ZST sit two other trim levels, both for the 1.5L variant: LUX and
STD.
The interior has also been refreshed,
most noticeably courtesy of a new
dashboard design and more extensive
use of soft-touch materials, while the
two-tone colour design is complemented by the red stitching and carbon fibre
look interior trim. A huge panoramic
sunroof is available on ZST LUX model,
making life on board even more pleasant for passengers. As a crossover,
practicality remains a key requirement
and here the extra-large boot with flexible configuration options certainly delivers.

EURO MOTORS LAUNCHES AFTER SALES OFFERS AND EXTENDED WARRANTY CAMPAIGN

Euro Motors, the exclusive importer and
distributor for luxury automotive manufacturer Jaguar Land Rover in Bahrain,
launches exclusive After Sales offers
and an Extended Warranty campaign for
Jaguar and Land Rover suite of vehicles.
Euro Motors’ wide range of Jaguar and
Land Rover models offer luxury, refinement, versatility and durability to
suit every customer’s individual lifestyle, driving style and personal taste.
Choose from an impressive line-up
of Range Rover, Range Rover Sport,
Range Rover Velar, New Range Rover
Evoque, Discovery, New Discovery Sport
and New Defender. Jaguar’s dynamic
suite comprises Jaguar F‑Pace, Jaguar
E‑Pace, All-Electric Jaguar I‑Pace, New
Jaguar F‑Type, New Jaguar XE, Jaguar
XF, Jaguar XJ.
Designed to keep customers’ cars safe
and dependable, Euro Motors has introduced unique After Sales and Extended Warranty campaigns. These include
Tyres Campaign – buy two, get two on
Range Rover and Range Rover Sport
only (2013 to 2020 models); and Brakes
Campaign – complimentary brake check,
plus discount on repairs detected. Additionally, on all Jaguar Land Rover (JLR)
models above seven years old, custom-

ers can have an oil and filter change and
electronic Vehicle Health Check (eVHC)
for only BD55 (inclusive of VAT).
The new Extended Warranty campaign
includes multiple plans to choose from,
which can be purchased on top of the
existing 5 years’ warranty. These include six months or 12,500km, whichever occurs first; 12 months or 25,000km,
whichever occurs first; 24 months or
50,000km, whichever occurs first; and 36
months or 75,000km, whichever occurs
first. The Extended Warranty package is
applicable for all JLR vehicles from 2011
to 2017 and the validity can also be extended to ensure a lasting peace of mind.
To ensure that customers continue to
receive the ultimate satisfaction long
after their purchase, Euro Motors offers

expert care from trained technicians,
using only genuine Land Rover parts
for quality and reliability. The Extended Warranty plan ensures comprehensive coverage against mechanical and
electrical failures, up to the customer’s
selected level of coverage – Bronze, Silver, Silver+ and Platinum.
Optional Extended Warranty plans can
also be purchased, upon fulfilment of
certain conditions. These include the
completion of a multi-point inspection,
with any existing issues fixed prior to
purchasing the plan; all services/routine maintenance should be completed
whenever alerted by the vehicle or as per
the advised schedule and to the manufacturer’s requirements; the vehicle is
over 42 months old from date of first
registration; mileage does not exceed
262,500km; and the age of the vehicle is
less or equal to 114 months.
Emphasising the importance of registering with an authorised dealer to ensure
that cars are well-maintained. Euro Motors Group General Manager David McGoldrick said: “Euro Motors is constantly striving to invest in customer-service
programmes, designed to provide expert
protection for your investment and reduce the cost of ownership.”

‘ZAYANI MOTORS’ LAUNCHES ‘FIVE-STAR OFFER’ ON ‘CANTER’ TRUCKS
Continuing its role as one of
the leading automobile dealerships in the GCC region, Zayani
Motors, the exclusive distributor of Mitsubishi Fuso in the
Kingdom of Bahrain, recently
launched its limited “Five-Star
Offer”, which grants its customers great deals on its top-notch
fleet of Canter trucks.
The offer includes Canter
trucks, and comes as an extension of a series of unmatched
offers and deals that are regularly introduced by Zayani
Motors exclusively for its clients, giving them the privilege
of enjoying free services and
reduced prices.
Derived from the name of the

promotion; the Five-Star Offer,
customers will enjoy five key
advantages with every new
purchase from Canter trucks.
This includes free one-year
insurance, free VAT, free rust
protection, free registration and
low monthly instalments.
Tough, versatile and safe,
Canter trucks are recognised
worldwide for its high efficiency and durability, making it a
pillar in the success of many
commercial activities. Characterised by certified high production quality, safety, comfort and an optimised engine
for power and better economy,
the Canter makes for a valuable asset for any business.

For more information on the
offer and price lists, kindly
visit or call Zayani Motors
showroom in Ma’ameer on 17
703703, or follow Zayani Motors on Facebook (zmotorsbh),

on Instagram (zayanimotors),
or simply visit www.zmotors.
com for the latest news and
updates. Offer is valid for a
limited time only. Terms and
conditions apply.
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EURO MOTORS ANNOUNCES EXCITING NEW LINE-UP OF JAGUAR AND LAND ROVER MODELS FOR 2021
Race into the New Year with Euro Motors,
the exclusive importer and distributor for
luxury automotive manufacturer Jaguar
Land Rover (JLR) in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Car enthusiasts are in for a treat this month
as Euro Motors introduces a spectacular new line-up of JLR models for 2021,
starting with the new 2021 Range Rover
and 2021 Range Rover Sport. The 2021
Range Rover Velar and 2021 Land Rover
Defender 110 will be released in January
2021, with February 2021 seeing the arrival of the 2021 Range Rover Evoque and
the New Jaguar F-PACE. Finally, the New
Jaguar E-PACE, New F-TYPE and the 2021
Land Rover Defender 90 will be launched
in March 2021.
Keeping customer service at the centre of
its operations, Euro Motors will provide all
new JLR models with free five years’ service and warranty. Book a test drive today
to experience the power and performance
of the new offerings. Euro motors’ welltrained staff will be at hand to answer any
questions.
The new 2021 Range Rover and the 2021
Range Rover Sport, both popular models,
have been given a facelift. The 2021 Range
Rover has a host of innovative features,
include striking LED headlights, increased
comfort in the rear seats, and the steering
wheel’s hidden-until-lit, touch-sensitive
switches. Similarly, the 2021 Range Rover
Sport has a cleaner, more dynamic look,
from the grille and redesigned bonnet vents,

UPCOMING 2021 JAGUAR MODELS
FEBRUARY

MARCH

NEW JAGUAR F-PACE

NEW JAGUAR E-PACE
NEW JAGUAR F-TYPE

UPCOMING 2021 LAND ROVER MODELS
2020

2021

December
2021 Range Rover
2021 Range Rover Sport

January
2021 Range Rover Velar
2021 Land Rover Defender 110

February
2021 Range Rover Evoque

to the refined yet sporty wheel options.
The avante-garde 2021 Range Rover Velar has a powertrain upgrade along with
its Pivi Pro infotainment system, featuring
the latest in-car artificial intelligence. The
vehicle is now also available as a plug-in
hybrid. The 2021 Land Rover Defender’s
unique monocoque architecture makes it
the toughest Land Rover ever made. The
2021 Range Rover Evoque is presented
with fewer lines, cleaner surfaces and a
high level of precision. The New Jaguar

March
2021 Land Rover Defender 90

F-PACE blends award-winning design,
exhilarating performance and intuitive
driving technologies. The exterior boasts a
seamless hood, deeper grille, new double
‘J’ blade signature headlights and wider
vents, while the all-new interior presents
premium materials, new colour combinations and improved seat comfort.
With bold design details, from the side
vents to the grille, the New Jaguar E-PACE
provides agility and dynamic driving with
SUV practicality.

HYUNDAI MOTOR WINS 2020 CAR DESIGN AWARD FOR “PROPHECY” CONCEPT EV
Hyundai Motor Company has
been awarded the 2020 Car
Design Award in the “Concept
Cars” category for its “Prophecy” concept EV, which debuted
earlier this year.
Hyundai’s appropriately named
concept EV came in first in the
“Concept” category of the 2020
Car Design Awards. “Prophecy” is notable for the way it
combines Hyundai’s Sensuous
Sportiness design identity with
Optimistic Futurism, which
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aims to forge a new form of
emotional connection between
humans and automobiles.
Organised by Auto & Design
magazine, the Car Design
Awards were first established in
1984 and are presented annually
in Turin, Italy. Due to the current
situation, the awards were held
digitally for the first time this
year.
In awarding Hyundai with the
prize, the jury praised “Prophecy” for its aerodynamic, natural

shape inspired by streamlined
sedans of the 1920s and 1930s,
which is combined with a series
of technical innovations: ‘Nautical’ inspiration came in the form
of such details as the heat-extracting, propeller-style wheels.
Rather than mimic a conventionally powered car, ‘Prophecy’ has no grille between its
pixel headlamps, and the pixel
design repeats with tail lamps
that give the rear a sports carlike flourish.

FIRST MOTORS LAUNCHES AN EXCEPTIONAL
END OF YEAR OFFER FOR ITS GENESIS CUSTOMERS
First Motors, the official distributor of Genesis in Bahrain, has
launched an exciting end of year
campaign to ensure its Genesis
customers can take a trip into the
New Year in style.
In December, car-buyers were
able the most of First Motors onetime only offer saving BHD 1,400
on the Genesis G70. At just BHD
17,800 (incl. VAT) – the special
end-of-year offer included oneyear free insurance and registration, a lifetime warranty, and two
years Genesis Concierge Service.
Plus, the first payment required
after the fourth month.
Customers can enjoy attractive
benefits across the Genesis range
giving them more reasons to purchase the Genesis model of their
choice. To ensure that Genesis
customers have a hassle-free buying and ownership experience,
each model included a five-year
100,000km service contract – covering maintenance work. As well
as additional benefits including a
five years’ or unlimited km manufacturer warranty - ensuring that

clients can feel confident in their
buying decision, as well as five
years roadside assistance service
for peace of mind.
Not only that, but brand-new to the
Genesis fleet this month included
two new hero models including
The All-new G80 and first SUV, The
GV80.
The new generation G80 presents
the brand’s “Athletic Elegance”
design language. First making
its marketplace debut in Korea in
March 2020, the 2021 G80 features
signature design elements including the monumental Crest Grille
and double-lined signature Quadlamps inspired from the Genesis
logo.
The GV80, the brand’s first
sport-utility vehicle, joins the lineup alongside the G70, the All-new
G80 and G90 sedans with more
than a common thread of design
identity. The interior and exterior
styling of GV80 was the result of
a collaboration between Genesis
Design studios located in South
Korea, the United States and Germany.
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HYUNDAI UNVEILS 2021 SONATA N LINE OFFERING UNPRECEDENTED PERFORMANCE

• N Line trim available on Hyundai’s midsize sedan for the first time ever
• Sonata N Line’s Smartstream 2.5-liter turbocharged four-cylinder engine delivers 290 horsepower and 311 lb.-ft. of
torque at a low 1,650–4,000 rpm
• Equipped with the N 8-speed Wet Dual-Clutch Transmission (N DCT) for customers who crave driving fun
Hyundai Motor Company today unveiled
more details about the highly anticipated
2021 Sonata N Line, an all-new model
that is certain to inject excitement into
the midsize sedan segment.
Sonata N Line provides an attractive entry point to Hyundai’s high-performance
N Brand, distinguished by N Line-specific
design and performance upgrades. Following the launch of the new Sonata and
Sonata Hybrid in 2019, the N Line variant
completes the sedan’s lineup expansion
that caters to a wide variety of customers.
“Hyundai has built a loyal following for
Sonata by offering an array of reliable,
fuel-efficient and attractively designed
models, including the standard, hybrid
and ‘Sensuous’ variants. Now, Sonata N
Line joins the lineup, satisfying the desire
for dynamic performance,” said Bang
Sun Jeong, Vice President, Head of Middle East & Africa Operation at Hyundai.

giving the model a sporty image.
From the side, Sonata N Line’s athletic
styling is defined by chiseled body panels that suggest forward momentum.
Its side skirts and 19-inch alloy wheels
provide an aggressive stance.
The fastback profile merges with a taut
sculpted rear, designed to enhance
aerodynamic performance and further
express the low and wide aesthetic
through horizontal lines. The integrated
glossy black lip spoiler, chrome dual
twin exhaust and N Line rear diffuser
add to the car’s performance-inspired
styling.
Interior design elements, including a
leather-wrapped perforated N steering wheel with metallic spokes, redstitched Sports Seats with leather bolsters, gearshift with metal accents and
leather inserts and alloy pedals, complement Sonata N Line’s sporty exterior.
The sportiest Sonata ever
N Line-specific mechanicals back up the
Sensuously sporty styling with signature sedan’s sporty appearance. The Smartelements
stream 2.5-liter turbocharged GDi enBased on Hyundai’s ‘Sensuous Sport- gine, mated with the N 8-speed Wet Duiness’ design identity, Sonata N Line’s al-Clutch Transmission (N DCT) that was
low and wide exterior styling is highlight- developed for N vehicles, produces 290
ed by the Parametric Jewel Pattern Grille, horsepower and 311 lb.-ft of torque. That
bold front fascia, wide air intakes and N makes Sonata N Line the most powerful
Line badging. Arrow-shaped air curtains Sonata ever.
on the lower fascia support aerodynamic The addition of a turbocharger, a differperformance and engine cooling while ent cylinder head, and unique internals
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significantly upgraded its performance,
compared to the standard Sonata’s
191-horsepower 2.5-liter four-cylinder
engine, or its optional 180-hp turbocharged 1.6-liter four-cylinder engine.
Sonata N Line has a tremendous amount
of low and mid-range torque and the
motor pulls strongly all the way to its
redline. The N DCT delivers crisp and
precise shifts.
In addition, engineers implemented
several mechanical improvements to
Sonata’s chassis to increase stiffness
for a gripping performance. Unique suspension tuning is derived from firmer
bushings, higher spring rates, revised
shock valving and larger sway bars
front and rear—all of which contribute to
both everyday commuting drivability as
well as excitement on the open road.
A complete package
Sonata N Line comes with a top-of-theline audio and navigation display. It has
a wide, high-definition, customizable,
10.25-inch touchscreen monitor with
split screens and natural language, and
cloud-based speech recognition powered by Blue Link®, while the cluster
supervision display is a full 12.3 inches.
In addition to aforementioned driving
mode adjustments, the cluster has four
views: utility, driver assistance, navigation and parking assistance.

MG OFFERS BEST-INREGION MANUFACTURER’S
WARRANTY ON ALL MG CARS
ACROSS THE MIDDLE EAST
In these challenging times, avoiding
incurring unexpected costs is more
important than ever, which is why MG
is offering new car buyers across the
Middle East the region’s best new car
manufacturer warranty. All models in
the British-born brand’s extensive lineup enjoy an industry-leading 6 years /
200,000km* manufacturer warranty.
MG understands that buyers crave the
peace-of-mind that comes with owning a reliable car that requires minimal
aftersales care. The best-in-region 6
years or 200,000km* (whichever comes
first) warranty demonstrates the confidence that the brand has in its products.
It is available on all models, including
the Middle East’s 2020 Car of the Year
and Best Sub-compact Sedan, the MG
HS and MG5 respectively, as well as
the MG RX8 seven-seater SUV.
Under the warranty owners are guaranteed the repair, replacement or adjustment, free of charge, by MG distributors
of any part which fails during the warranty period, due to a manufacturing
or material defect. This confidence extends to the demands placed on the car
by the tough GCC climate - an industry-leading anti-perforation warranty of
6 years / 200,000km* is also included.
Also, the MG warranty is transferable;
means change of ownership will not affect MG’s warranty.
MG is committed to providing customers with the best possible aftersales
service, helped by its 8,000 m2 stateof-the-art warehouse facility in Dubai’s
Jebel Ali Free Zone. Now operating at a
spare parts supply rate of 94 percent,
this dedicated Parts Distribution
Centre ensures rapid turnaround
times when it comes to servicing customers across the region, including in the GCC,
Lebanon, Iraq and Jordan. MG works with
industry-leading
European parts

suppliers such as Delphi, Continental,
Michelin, TRW, Bosch, Beru, Hella, Valeo and Sandan.
Tom Lee, Managing Director of MG Middle East, commented: “We work closely
with our distributors to offer exceptional after-sales service and rapid access
to original/genuine spare parts. MG is
committed to ensuring the highest levels of customer satisfaction, and with
our comprehensive warranty we can
deliver a hassle-free service experience for all our customers who place

their trust in us in maintaining their cars.
This is reinforced by our special pick-up
and drop-off (*Terms & conditions apply) service that makes life even easier
for customers.”
MG has a network of 30 dedicated retail
sites and 29 service centres across the
Middle East, each of which delivers the
highest standards of customer service.
All MG employees go through rigorous
training that is specifically tailored to
equip them better to serve all MG customers across the region.
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EASY LEASE BY FIRST MOTORS
In cooperation with Al Zayani Leasing, First Motors is
introducing a finance lease offer for its latest Hyundai
Palisade and Genesis G70.
First Motors presented its latest offers during the month
of December, as the offer included the ability to in-

stall the car up to 3 years without down payment and
a monthly installment of up to BD 349. The offer also
included 3 years insurance, registration and free maintenance to ensure the best offers and work for the convenience of customers during the installment period

HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY AND INEOS COOPERATE ON DRIVING HYDROGEN ECONOMY FORWARD
Hyundai Motor Company and
INEOS announced the signing
of a memorandum of understanding to explore new opportunities to accelerate the
global hydrogen economy.
Hyundai and INEOS will jointly investigate opportunities
for the production and supply of hydrogen as well as the
worldwide deployment of hydrogen applications and technologies. Both companies will
initially seek to facilitate public and private sector projects
focused on the development
of a hydrogen value chain in
Europe.
The agreement also includes
the evaluation of Hyundai’s
proprietary fuel cell system
for the recently announced
INEOS Grenadier 4x4 vehicle.
This cooperation represents
an important step in INEOS’
efforts to diversify its powertrain options at an early stage.
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Hyundai’s proprietary modular
fuel cell system, which evaluation vehicles will use, has
already proven reliable and
effective in the Hyundai NEXO
SUV. The world’s first dedicated hydrogen-powered SUV
has the longest driving range
among hydrogen-powered vehicles in the market. Hyundai
is one of leading company in
the field of fuel cell technology
having started the world’s first
mass production of fuel cell
electric vehicles in 2013.
“INEOS’ move into the development of a fuel cell electric
vehicle and hydrogen ecosys-

tem marks yet another milestone towards sustainable
and clean transportation,” said
Saehoon Kim, Senior Vice
President and Head of Fuel
Cell Center at Hyundai Motor
Company. “Hyundai believes
this will provide an important
low-carbon option across a
wide range of sectors. We
also hope our decades-long
expertise in hydrogen fuel cell
work in synergy with INEOS’
expertise in field of chemistry
to realize the mass production
of green hydrogen and fuel
cells for the Grenadier.”
Peter Williams Technology

Director INEOS, said, “The
agreement between INEOS
and Hyundai presents both
companies with new opportunities to extend a leading role
in the clean hydrogen economy. Evaluating new production processes, technology
and applications, combined
with our existing capabilities
puts us in a unique position
to meet emerging demand for
affordable, low-carbon energy sources and the needs of
demanding 4x4 owners in the
future.”
INEOS recently launched
a new business to develop
and build clean hydrogen
capacity across Europe in
support of the drive towards
a zero-carbon future. The
company currently produces
300,000 tons of hydrogen a
year mainly as a by-product
from its chemical manufacturing operations.

